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Ralph De La Vega, CEO, AT&T Business Solutions and AT&T International, LLC

“And what I love about it is my revenue cycle is 90 seconds. 
That’s a pretty good deal when you can lower capex, opex and 
shorten the revenue cycle for your business. “

ATT Network on Demand Service

Source: http://www.rcrwireless.com/20160524/carriers/att-sdn-nfv-efforts-claim-financial-return-international-expansion-planned-tag2

http://www.rcrwireless.com/20160524/carriers/att-sdn-nfv-efforts-claim-financial-return-international-expansion-planned-tag2
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Major Barrier To Transformation: Complexity
Time-consuming, rigid operations, high operations costs—cannot 
scale!

Plan It Design It Where Can 
We Put It?

Procure It Install It Configure It Secure It Is It Ready?

Manual

Inhibits New Services Inhibits New Markets Inhibits Business Agility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Network abstraction is well understood and plenty of tools exist that allow to do scenario planning, what-if analysis and map logical service design to network and DC designThe complexity and slow speed arise when you get closer to the NetworkInventory and capacity management (where do I put it), resource provisioning and commit, security implementation: they all force Service designers to be intrinsically aware of:Network Vendor typesHow each Vendor models the network and DC deviceHow things are implemented in stitched togetherNfV and SDN bring for the first time a way to abstract and decouple modeling of resources from the physical nature of HWLet me be much more specific: let’s take one of the few NfV Services that are proving to generate savings and incremental revenuesLet me take virtual business CPEs (yes, virtual ISR when it comes to Cisco or Meraki virtual Managed Services)And discuss what the issues are when you try to deploy these NfV and SDN virtualized CPEs on the reality of Networks and Datacenters todayThe network is complex, the network is multivendor, domains (access, Edge, Core) are not unified in terms of data model, automated integration of Network and Datacenter are far from complete. These are the issuesNow you have two models:Ignore the public network and datacenter services, go for a complete “overlay” model (ala OTT) until the network breaks and then resolve by throwing in more HW and more capacity. Pretty brutal. OR�Describe the service through a service description language – standardize the DC and Network data model – cascade this abstract Service Description on the standardized data model through open protocols. This approach gives justice to all the power of Network and Datacenter capabilities but represents these capabilities to “Services” in a standardized, object oriented and reusable way … sounds like good C++ programming practices applied to Networking right ?Let me repeat: Describe the service through a service description language ( YANG) – standardize the DC and Network data model – cascade this abstract Service Description on the standardized data model through open protocols  NetConf, open APIs)You start focusing on programming the Service rather than configuring the Network and Data center.Nothing new ? In reality this approach becomes viable thanks to SDN controllers (abstract network complexity), northbound APIs (SDN) and dynamic / metered resource instantiation (NfV and Cloudification)Technology makes possible in the Network and DC platform domain what has been postulated for years.Let me pick up the example I offered you earlier: our virtual ISR or virtual business CPE model.What our friends from XXX explained on this same stage one year ago is that you can simply ignore the network and DC services, you can model network as tunnels or strings (VXLAN) and completely virtualize CPEs (OVS) and provision thousands of virtual CPEs as if you were dialling phone calls.Well, the problem is NOT how to ignore the network services and create strings. The problem is how you invoke and take advantage of network services, how you split the CPE functions across network PoPs and data center, how you create services that are more aware of QoS, Security, location … and still go fast.“Model” rather than “ignore” will allow to create more powerful, more network aware and more valuable virtual CPE services, to stick to our example.It’s not just about automating manual processes. It’s also about taking a look at the first few steps in the process and replacing lengthy (days/months) requirements conversations between users and architects with a smart, standards-based service catalog. Free-up architects’ timeGuide users toward standard configurations/servicesThe adoption of standards enables automation, accelerates service delivery and improves supportability
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From Complexity to Simplicity and Automation
A platform for innovation 

Automated
Self-Service
On-Demand

Plan It Design It Where Can 
We Put It?

Procure It Install It Configure It Secure It Is It Ready?

Manual

Service 
Oriented

Self-Service 
Automated Provisioning

Elasticity 
(Capacity on Demand)

From Months to Minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Network abstraction is well understood and plenty of tools exist that allow to do scenario planning, what-if analysis and map logical service design to network and DC designThe complexity and slow speed arise when you get closer to the NetworkInventory and capacity management (where do I put it), resource provisioning and commit, security implementation: they all force Service designers to be intrinsically aware of:Network Vendor typesHow each Vendor models the network and DC deviceHow things are implemented in stitched togetherNfV and SDN bring for the first time a way to abstract and decouple modeling of resources from the physical nature of HWLet me be much more specific: let’s take one of the few NfV Services that are proving to generate savings and incremental revenuesLet me take virtual business CPEs (yes, virtual ISR when it comes to Cisco or Meraki virtual Managed Services)And discuss what the issues are when you try to deploy these NfV and SDN virtualized CPEs on the reality of Networks and Datacenters todayThe network is complex, the network is multivendor, domains (access, Edge, Core) are not unified in terms of data model, automated integration of Network and Datacenter are far from complete. These are the issuesNow you have two models:Ignore the public network and datacenter services, go for a complete “overlay” model (ala OTT) until the network breaks and then resolve by throwing in more HW and more capacity. Pretty brutal. OR�Describe the service through a service description language – standardize the DC and Network data model – cascade this abstract Service Description on the standardized data model through open protocols. This approach gives justice to all the power of Network and Datacenter capabilities but represents these capabilities to “Services” in a standardized, object oriented and reusable way … sounds like good C++ programming practices applied to Networking right ?Let me repeat: Describe the service through a service description language ( YANG) – standardize the DC and Network data model – cascade this abstract Service Description on the standardized data model through open protocols  NetConf, open APIs)You start focusing on programming the Service rather than configuring the Network and Data center.Nothing new ? In reality this approach becomes viable thanks to SDN controllers (abstract network complexity), northbound APIs (SDN) and dynamic / metered resource instantiation (NfV and Cloudification)Technology makes possible in the Network and DC platform domain what has been postulated for years.Let me pick up the example I offered you earlier: our virtual ISR or virtual business CPE model.What our friends from XXX explained on this same stage one year ago is that you can simply ignore the network and DC services, you can model network as tunnels or strings (VXLAN) and completely virtualize CPEs (OVS) and provision thousands of virtual CPEs as if you were dialling phone calls.Well, the problem is NOT how to ignore the network services and create strings. The problem is how you invoke and take advantage of network services, how you split the CPE functions across network PoPs and data center, how you create services that are more aware of QoS, Security, location … and still go fast.“Model” rather than “ignore” will allow to create more powerful, more network aware and more valuable virtual CPE services, to stick to our example.It’s not just about automating manual processes. It’s also about taking a look at the first few steps in the process and replacing lengthy (days/months) requirements conversations between users and architects with a smart, standards-based service catalog. Free-up architects’ timeGuide users toward standard configurations/servicesThe adoption of standards enables automation, accelerates service delivery and improves supportability
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SDN/NFV Impact on 
Operations

Case Studies : Broadband, Wireless Backhaul, L2VPN/Ethernet Service, L3VPN
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SDN & NFV SP Business Transformation
Start with Ops Efficiency for Legacy and Expand into Virtual Services Monetization

Orchestration and Automation

Legacy Services

Virtual Network 
Elements

Physical Network 
Elements

Virtual Services

Operations(Ops) Efficiency 
Time to Market
Revenue Cycle

Optimization Focus
Zero Touch 

New On Demand Services
Dynamic Scale up and down

Lower Opex and Capex

Monetization Focus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The focus of this analysis is on how automation will provide ops cost savings by improving SP service operations. The automation investments made for automating and orchestrating legacy services will also be used as we move into delivering virtual services. This will improve the overall ROI dramatically.
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Service Automation
Service Based Operational Processes

Change Request from Existing Customers

Add New Customers

Service Disconnect

Incident Resolution

Introduction of New Services

Revenue Gain from Automation and Elimination of delayRevenue

Services
Ops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automation leads to improvement in operations cost associated with new customer adds, change requests, incident resolution and service disconnects. It also enables incremental revenue by delivering legacy service on demand and improvement in time to revenue.
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Network Automation
Network Operational Processes

Maintenance Window

ACL Management

Device Migration

Config Validation

Network Refresh/Regional Rollouts

Device Provisioning

NetOps -
Network 
Operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automation leads to improvement in operations cost associated with new customer adds, change requests, incident resolution and service disconnects. It also enables incremental revenue by delivering legacy service on demand and improvement in time to revenue.
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Ops Time Per Operational Process 

75% Efficiency in Ops on average

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Savings in incident reduction higher mainly due to the reduction in time it will take to go through and validate the service configuration across the network and devices.
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Ops Time to Add a New Customer

68 % reduction in Time to Add a New Customer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change order 80% Order Entry & fulfillment 77% Customer order processing 80% Service Configuration validation 93% Service provisioning 90% Network Configuration 78% CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up 0% 
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SPs Generate $5 in Savings for every $1 Invested 
in Automation

Average Savings Increases as more Services & Operations are Automated

Note: Annual investment will vary based on the number of devices orchestrated & device/service model development 


Chart1



Savings Per Dollar Invested in Automation



Savings Per Dollar	

2.2268516711450186	2.3396706388825828	2.5690445781345663	7.8267176603181472	0	Years
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Model Title



				Business Case: Automation and Orchestration





						Model Overview









































































Model Description: Service provider deploys automation and orchestration to enhance existing services or deliver new virtual services or to automate specific operational processes 

Service Provider Type:  	Telco, cable, mobile, ... 
Services: 		Consumer Services, Mobile Service, business services
Operations automated:         	New customer activation, Change request, Incident resolution, service disconnect, 		new service rollout,


Example: 
1. Service Provider deploys NSO to automate service operations
2.Service Provider deploys NSO to simplify development of new services in the network i.e. simplify BSS/OSS development
3. Service Provider deploys NSO to automate service provisioing and network configuration.




Dashboard

						Dashboard

						Opex Summary

						Current Ops Cost - Annual		$5,239,016		$5,762,917		$6,339,209		$6,973,130

						Current Ops Cost - Cumulative		$5,239,016		$11,001,933		$17,341,142		$24,314,271



						New Ops Cost  - Annual		$1,843,388		$2,027,727		$2,230,500		$2,453,549

						New Ops Cost - Cumulative 		$1,843,388		$3,871,115		$6,101,614		$8,555,164

						Automation Expense

						Automation Investment - Annual 		$1,524,855.74		$1,596,459.88		$1,599,314.15		$577,455.39

						Automation Investment - Cumulative		$1,524,856		$3,121,316		$4,720,630		$5,298,085

						Savings

						Annual Savings in Ops Cost		$3,395,627.56		$3,735,190.32		$4,108,709.35		$4,519,580.28

						Cash Flow - Annual Savings		$1,870,771.82		$2,138,730.43		$2,509,395.20		$3,942,124.89

						Capital Discount		10%

						Discounted Cash Flow		$1,700,701.65		$1,767,545.81		$1,885,345.75		$2,692,524.35

						NPV		$8,046,117.56



						Cumulative Cash Flow - After Investment		$1,870,771.82		$4,009,502.25		$6,518,897.45		$10,461,022.34



						Breakeven Year = 0		1						

						Breakeven Month = 0		12						



						5 Year Savings		ERROR:#REF!



						ROI		ERROR:#REF!





Current Annual Operational Expenditure for Wireless Backhaul

Change Request	1	2	3	4	915642	1007206.2	1107926.8199999998	1218719.5020000001	New Add	1	2	3	4	1587066	1745772.6	1920349.8599999999	2112384.8459999999	Incident Resolution	1	2	3	4	1989145.6000000001	2188060.16	2406866.1760000004	2647552.7936000004	Disconnects	1	2	3	4	747162	821878.2	904066.0199999999	994472.62199999997	

New Operational Expenditure for Wireless Backhaul

Change Request	1	2	3	4	439826.39999999997	483809.03999999992	532189.9439999999	585408.93839999998	New Add	1	2	3	4	742739.4	817013.34	898714.674	988586.14139999985	Incident Resolution	1	2	3	4	417555.84	459311.424	505242.56640000001	555766.82304000005	Disconnects	1	2	3	4	243266.39999999997	267593.03999999998	294352.34399999998	323787.5784	Annual Automation Investment vs. Labor Savings

Automation Investment - Annual 	1	2	3	4	1524855.7432000001	1596459.8836800002	1599314.1507040001	577455.38787920005	Annual Savings in Ops Cost	1	2	3	4	3395627.5599999996	3735190.3160000001	4108709.3476000004	4519580.2823600005	$ Millions



Annual Occurence of  Operational  Processes

Change Request Per Year	1	2	3	4	468	514.79999999999995	566.28	622.90800000000002	New Customer Adds Per year	1	2	3	4	780	858	943.8	1038.1799999999998	Incidents Per Year	1	2	3	4	1664	1830.4	2013.44	2214.7840000000001	Disconnects Per Year	1	2	3	4	468	514.79999999999995	566.28	622.90800000000002	

Service Inputs



				Services to be Automated						Operational Process to Automate For Each Service

										Change Request

				Business Services		 Services to Automate 				New Customer Add

				Wireless Backhaul						Incident Resolution

				Layer 2 VPN						Service Disconnect

				Layer 3 VPN

				Broadband						Network Process to Be Automated

				Voice/PBX						Ops

				Residential Services

				Broadband

				VOIP

				Video



				Mobile Services

				Voice

				Data						New Service Deployment - To be Automated

				Video						New Services Rollout

				M2M

				Sponsored Data						New Service 1

				VoWIFI						New Service 2

				VOLTE						New Service 3

				Data Center

				DC Network Services
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Wireless Backhaul 

L3 VPN

L2 VPN

Broadband

Service 1

Service 2

Broadband Res.

Mobile Voice

VOIP Res

Video  

Mobile Data 

Mobile Video

Voip/PBX

Service 3

Device Provisioning

Device Migration

Config Validation

 

DC Services  

M2M

M2M

Sponsored Data

VoWIFI

VoLTE

ACL Management

Automation and Orchestration Business Case Model

Maintenance Window



Network Inputs

						Device and Network Model

						Business Services		NEDs		Service Models

						Wireless Backhaul		3		2

						Layer 2 VPN		3		2

						Layer 3 VPN		2		2

						Broadband		0		0

						Voice/PBX		0		0



						Residential Services

						Broadband		0		0

						VOIP		0		0

						Video		0		0

						Mobile Services

						Voice		0		0

						Data		0		0

						video 		0		0

						M2M		0		0

						Sponsored data		0		0

						VoLTE		0		0

						VoWifi		0		0

						Network Elements to be Managed

						Extra Large		0		Cisco CRS

						Large		20		Cisco ASR 9000 Series Aggregation Services Routers

						Medium		294		Cisco ASR 900 Series Aggregation Services Routers

						Small		400		Cisco ME 3800X Series Carrier Ethernet Switch Routers, Cisco ME 3600X Series 

						Extra Small		3000		Cisco ASR 920 Series Aggregation Services Router, Cisco ASR 901 Series 

						VNF

						Number of VNFs		0		Virtualized Network Function Elements









ROI

						Automation Business Case Analysis Summary 

						Year		1		2		3		4		5		4 Year Total

						Operations

						Change Request Per Year		468		515		566		623		685		2172

						New Customer Adds Per year		780		858		944		1038		1142		3620

						Incidents Per Year		1664		1830		2013		2215		2436		7723

						Disconnects Per Year		468		515		566		623		685		2172



						Labor Cost per Operations

						Change Request Per Year		$1,956.50		$1,956.50		$1,956.50		$1,956.50		$1,956.50		$7,826.00

						New Customer Adds Per year		$2,034.70		$2,034.70		$2,034.70		$2,034.70		$2,034.70		$8,138.80

						Incidents Per Year		$1,195.40		$1,195.40		$1,195.40		$1,195.40		$1,195.40		$4,781.60

						Disconnects Per Year		$1,596.50		$1,596.50		$1,596.50		$1,596.50		$1,596.50		$6,386.00



						Current Operational Expenditure 

						Change Request		$915,642		$1,007,206		$1,107,927		$1,218,720		$1,340,591		$4,249,494.52

						New Add		$1,587,066		$1,745,773		$1,920,350		$2,112,385		$2,323,623		$7,365,573.31

						Incident Resolution		$1,989,146		$2,188,060		$2,406,866		$2,647,553		$2,912,308		$9,231,624.73

						Disconnects		$747,162		$821,878		$904,066		$994,473		$1,093,920		$3,467,578.84

						Current Annual Cost		$5,239,016		$5,762,917		$6,339,209		$6,973,130		$7,670,443		$24,314,271.40



						New Labor Cost With NSO

						Change Request		$939.80		$939.80		$939.80		$939.80		$939.80		$3,759.20

						New Add		$952.23		$952.23		$952.23		$952.23		$952.23

						Incident Resolution		$250.94		$250.94		$250.94		$250.94		$250.94

						Disconnects		$519.80		$519.80		$519.80		$519.80		$519.80





						New Operational Expenditure with Automation														Savings

						Change Request		$439,826		$483,809		$532,190		$585,409		$643,950		$2,041,234.32		52%

						New Add		$742,739		$817,013		$898,715		$988,586		$1,087,445		$3,447,053.56		53%

						Incident Resolution		$417,556		$459,311		$505,243		$555,767		$611,344		$1,937,876.65		79%

						Disconnects		$243,266		$267,593		$294,352		$323,788		$356,166		$1,128,999.36		67%

						New Annual Cost		$1,843,388		$2,027,727		$2,230,500		$2,453,549		$2,698,904		$8,555,163.89		65%

																		$15,759,107.51

						Automation Cost

						NE To be Managed

						License for Extra Large sized NE's		0		0		0		0		0

						License for Large sized NE's		20		21		22		23		24

						License for Medium sized NE's		294		309		324		340		357

						License for Small sized NE's		400		420		441		463		486

						License for X- Small sized NE's		0		0		0		0		0

						Number of VNFs		0		0		0		0		0

						Network Element License

						VNF License		$0		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#REF!

						NED License One Time		$120,000

						NE License		$771,424		$38,571		$40,500		$42,525		ERROR:#REF!

						Support		$238,333.71		$11,127.67		$11,571.24		$12,036.99		ERROR:#REF!

						Development License		$9,810		$9,810		$9,810		$9,810		$9,810

						NSO RTU Server License- One time		$135,000

						Advanced Services		$3,300,000.00		$12,095.29		$12,577.43		$13,083.68		ERROR:#REF!		*Includes integration, ongoing YANG service models and device models development and support

						Total Automation Cost		$1,524,855.74		$1,596,460		$1,599,314		$577,455		ERROR:#REF!



						Opex Summary

						Current Ops Cost - Annual		$5,239,016		$5,762,917		$6,339,209		$6,973,130		$7,670,443

						Current Ops Cost - Cumulative		$5,239,016		$11,001,933		$17,341,142		$24,314,271		$31,984,714



						New Ops Cost  - Annual		$1,843,388		$2,027,727		$2,230,500		$2,453,549		$2,698,904

						New Ops Cost - Cumulative 		$1,843,388		$3,871,115		$6,101,614		$8,555,164		$11,254,068

						Automation Expense

						Automation Investment - Annual 		$1,524,855.74		$1,596,459.884		$1,599,314.151		$577,455.388		ERROR:#REF!

						Automation Investment - Cumulative		$1,524,856		$3,121,316		$4,720,630		$5,298,085		ERROR:#REF!

						Savings

						Annual Savings in Ops Cost		$3,395,627.56		$3,735,190.32		$4,108,709.35		$4,519,580.28		$4,971,538.31

						Cash Flow - Annual Savings		$1,870,771.82		$2,138,730.43		$2,509,395.20		$3,942,124.89		ERROR:#REF!

						Capital Discount		10%

						Discounted Cash Flow		$1,700,701.65		$1,767,545.81		$1,885,345.75		$2,692,524.35		ERROR:#REF!

						NPV		$8,046,117.56																1		2		3		4		5

																						investment		$1,524,855.74		$1,596,459.88		$1,599,314.15		$577,455.39		ERROR:#REF!

						Cumulative Cash Flow - After Investment		$1,870,772		$4,009,502		$6,518,897		$10,461,022		ERROR:#REF!						savings		$3,395,627.56		$3,735,190.32		$4,108,709.35		$4,519,580.28		$4,971,538.31



						Breakeven Year = 0		1								ERROR:#REF!						Savings Per Dollar		2.23		2.34		2.57		7.83		ERROR:#REF!

						Breakeven Month = 0		12								ERROR:#REF!						average		ERROR:#REF!



						5 Year Savings		ERROR:#REF!



						ROI		ERROR:#REF!



						# of occurences per year

						468

						780

						1664

						468



						780

						1664

						468

						0



Current Annual Operational Expenditure for Wireless Backhaul

Change Request	1	2	3	4	915642	1007206.2	1107926.8199999998	1218719.5020000001	New Add	1	2	3	4	1587066	1745772.6	1920349.8599999999	2112384.8459999999	Incident Resolution	1	2	3	4	1989145.6000000001	2188060.16	2406866.1760000004	2647552.7936000004	Disconnects	1	2	3	4	747162	821878.2	904066.0199999999	994472.62199999997	

New Operational Expenditure for Wireless Backhaul

Change Request	1	2	3	4	439826.39999999997	483809.03999999992	532189.9439999999	585408.93839999998	New Add	1	2	3	4	742739.4	817013.34	898714.674	988586.14139999985	Incident Resolution	1	2	3	4	417555.84	459311.424	505242.56640000001	555766.82304000005	Disconnects	1	2	3	4	243266.39999999997	267593.03999999998	294352.34399999998	323787.5784	Annual Automation Investment vs. Labor Savings

Automation Investment - Annual 	1	2	3	4	1524855.7432000001	1596459.8836800002	1599314.1507040001	577455.38787920005	Annual Savings in Ops Cost	1	2	3	4	3395627.5599999996	3735190.3160000001	4108709.3476000004	4519580.2823600005	$ Millions



Current Operational Expenditure 	Change Request	New Add	Incident Resolution	Disconnects	4249494.5219999999	7365573.3059999999	9231624.7296000011	3467578.8419999997	

New Operational Expenditure with Automation	Change Request	New Add	Incident Resolution	Disconnects	2041234.3223	999999	3447053.5554	1937876.65344	1128999.3624	

Number of Operation Processes   Annually 

Change Request Per Year	1	2	3	4	468	514.79999999999995	566.28	622.90800000000002	New Customer Adds Per year	1	2	3	4	780	858	943.8	1038.1799999999998	Incidents Per Year	1	2	3	4	1664	1830.4	2013.44	2214.7840000000001	Disconnects Per Year	1	2	3	4	468	514.79999999999995	566.28	622.90800000000002	Savings Per Dollar Invested in Automation



Savings Per Dollar	

2.2268516711450186	2.3396706388825828	2.5690445781345663	7.8267176603181472	0	Years





$ Savings









Automation Benefits

						Annual Cost Summary								Annual Labor Time Summary								Per Customer/Operation Time Summary

						Wireless Backhaul		Annual						Wireless Backhaul								Wireless Backhaul										Per Service Cost

						Operations		Current		With NSO		Savings		Operations		Current		With NSO		Savings		Operations		Current		With NSO								Current		With NSO

						Change Request		$915,642		$439,826		52%		Change Request		7722		3150		59%		Change Request		16.5		6.7				59%		Change Request		$1,957		$940		52%

						New Customer Add		$1,587,066		$742,739		53%		New Customer Add		13533		5338		61%		New Customer Add		17.4		6.8				61%		New Customer Add		$2,035		$952		53%

						Incident Resolution		$1,989,146		$417,556		79%		Incident Resolution		17805		3309		81%		Incident Resolution		10.7		2.0				81%		Incident Resolution		$1,195		$251		79%

						Service Disconnect		$747,162		$243,266		67%		Service Disconnect		6318		1746		72%		Service Disconnect		13.5		3.7				72%		Service Disconnect		$1,597		$520		67%

						Total Cost		$5,239,016		$1,843,388		65%		Total Time		45378		13542		70%		Total Time		58.1		19.3				67%				$6,783		$2,663		63%



						Cost Savings		65%						Labor Time Savings		-70%		31836

						Annual Labor Cost - $3.2 M Savings. $2.1 M down from $5.3 M 

						Labor Cost Summary



						Change Request												New Customer Add												Incident Resolution												Service Disconnect

						Total Time Spent Per Customer				Current		With NSO						Total Time Spent Per Process				Current		With NSO						Total Time Spent Per Process				Current		With NSO						Total Time Spent Per Process				Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs		[hrs]		16.5		6.73						Total Time - Hrs		[hrs]		17.35		6.843						Total Time - Hrs		[hrs]		10.7		1.9885						Total Time - Hrs		[hrs]		13.5		3.73

						Total Cost		[$]		$1,957		$940						Total Cost		[$]		$2,035		$952						Total Cost		[$]		$1,195		$251						Total Cost		[$]		$1,597		$520

						Annual Total				Current		With NSO						Annual Total		0		Current		With NSO						Annual Total		0		Current		With NSO						Annual Total		0		Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs		[hrs]		7722		3149.64						Total Time - Hrs		[hrs]		13533		5337.54						Total Time - Hrs		[hrs]		17804.8		3308.864						Total Time - Hrs		[hrs]		6318		1745.64

						Total Cost		[$]		$915,642		$439,826						Total Cost		[$]		$1,587,066		$742,739						Total Cost		[$]		$1,989,146		$417,556						Total Cost		[$]		$747,162		$243,266

						 Average Cost savings		-52%										 Average Cost savings		-53%										 Average Cost savings		-79%										 Average Cost savings		-67%

						Change Request												New Customer Add												Incident Resolution												Service Disconnect

						Time  Spent on Operational Process Per Customer						Current		With NSO		% Share		Time  Spent on Operational Process Per Customer						Current		With NSO		% Share		Time  Spent on Operational Process Per Customer						Current		With NSO		% Share		Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)						Current		With NSO		% Share

						Change order		CSR		[hrs]		0.75		0.2475		5%		Customer order call		CSR		[hrs]		1.25		0.25		7%		Trouble call		CSR		[hrs]		1.25		0.25		12%		Disconnect Call/order		CSR		[hrs]		351		115.83		6%

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		0.75		0.2475		5%		Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		1.1		0.253		6%		 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[hrs]		0.85		0.2465		8%		Service Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		351		115.83		6%

						Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.75		0.245		11%		Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.75		0.35		10%		Troubleshooting		CSR		[hrs]		1.6		0.752		15%		 Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		819		114.66		13%

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5		0.245		21%		Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5		0.245		20%		Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		4		0.24		37%		Service Configuration removal & validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		1638		114.66		26%

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.25		15%		Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.25		14%		Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.25		23%		Service de-provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		1170		117		19%

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.25		0.495		14%		Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.25		0.495		13%		Service Resolution		Eng		[hrs]		0.5		0.25		5%		Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		1053		231.66		17%

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		5		5		30%		CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		5		5		29%		0		F. Tech		[hrs]		0		0		0%		CPE de-commisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		936		936		15%

						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		16.5		6.73				Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		17.35		6.843				Total Time per Customer		0		[hrs]		10.7		1.9885				Total Time - Annual		0				6318		1745.64

						Operational Process Cost Per Customer						Current		With NSO				Operational Process Cost Per Customer						Current		With NSO				Operational Process Cost Per Customer						Current		With NSO				Operational Process Cost Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Change order		CSR		[$]		$69		$27				Customer order call		CSR		[$]		115		27.5				Trouble call		CSR		[$]		$115		$28				Disconnect Call/order		CSR		[$]		$69.00		$27.23

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$69		$27				Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		101.2		27.83				 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[$]		$78		$27				Service Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$69.00		$27.23

						Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$161		$27				Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		161		38.5				Troubleshooting		CSR		[$]		$147		$83				 Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$161.00		$26.95

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$420		$34				Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		420		34.3				Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$480		$34				Service Configuration removal & validation		F. Tech		[$]		$420.00		$34.30

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$300		$35				Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		300		35				Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$300		$35				Service de-provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$300.00		$35.00

						Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$338		$89				Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		337.5		89.1				Service Resolution		Eng		[$]		$75		$45				Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$337.50		$89.10

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[$]		$600		$700				CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[$]		600		700												$0				CPE de-commisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$240.00		$280.00

						Total Cost Per Customer				[$]		$1,957		$940				Total Cost Per Customer				[$]		2034.7		952.23				Total Cost Per Customer				[$]		$1,195		$251				Total Cost Per Customer				[$]		$1,596.50		$519.80





						Total Cost - Annual						$915,642		$439,826				Total Cost - Annual						$1,587,066		$742,739				Total Cost - Annual						$1,989,146		$417,556				Total Cost - Annual						$747,162.00		$243,266.40

						Change Request												New Customer add												Incident Resolution												Disconnect

						Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)						Current		With NSO		% Reduction		Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)						Current		With NSO		% Reduction		Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)						Current		With NSO		% Reduction		Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)						Current		With NSO		% Reduction

						Change order				[hrs]		351		115.83		67%		Customer order call		CSR		[hrs]		975		195		80%		Trouble call		CSR		[hrs]		2080		416		80%		Disconnect Call/order		CSR		[hrs]		351		115.83		67%

						Order Entry & fulfillment				[hrs]		351		115.83		67%		Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		858		197.34		77%		 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[hrs]		1414.4		410.176		71%		Service Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		351		115.83		67%

						Customer order processing				[hrs]		819		114.66		86%		Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1365		273		80%		Troubleshooting		CSR		[hrs]		2662.4		1251.328		53%		 Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		819		114.66		86%

						Service Configuration validation				[hrs]		1638		114.66		93%		Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		2730		191.1		93%		Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		6656		399.36		94%		Service Configuration removal & validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		1638		114.66		93%

						Service provisioning				[hrs]		1170		117		90%		Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		1950		195		90%		Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		4160		416		90%		Service de-provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		1170		117		90%

						Network Configuration				[hrs]		1053		231.66		78%		Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		1755		386.1		78%		Service Resolution		Eng		[hrs]		832		416		50%		Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		1053		231.66		78%

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up				[hrs]		2340		2340		0%		CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		3900		3900		0%				F. Tech		[hrs]		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		CPE de-commisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		936		936		0%

						Total Time - Annual						7722		3149.64				Total Time - Annual						13533		5337.54				Total Time - Annual						17804.8		3308.864				Total Time - Annual						6318		1745.64

						Annual Spend per Operational Process						Current		With NSO				Annual Spend per Operational Process						Current		With NSO				Annual Spend per Operational Process						Current		With NSO				Annual Spend per Operational Process						Current		With NSO

						Change order		CSR		[$]		$32,292.00		$12,741.30				Customer order call		CSR		[$]		$89,700.00		$21,450.00				Trouble call		CSR		[$]		$191,360.00		$45,760.00				Disconnect Call/order		CSR		[$]		$32,292.00		$12,741.30

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$32,292.00		$12,741.30				Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$78,936.00		$21,707.40				 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[$]		$130,124.80		$45,119.36				Service Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$32,292.00		$12,741.30

						Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$75,348.00		$12,612.60				Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$125,580.00		$30,030.00				Troubleshooting		CSR		[$]		$244,940.80		$137,646.08				 Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$75,348.00		$12,612.60

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$196,560.00		$16,052.40				Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$327,600.00		$26,754.00				Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$798,720.00		$55,910.40				Service Configuration removal & validation		F. Tech		[$]		$196,560.00		$16,052.40

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$140,400.00		$16,380.00				Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$234,000.00		$27,300.00				Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$499,200.00		$58,240.00				Service de-provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$140,400.00		$16,380.00

						Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$157,950.00		$41,698.80				Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$263,250.00		$69,498.00				Service Resolution		Eng		[$]		$124,800.00		$74,880.00				Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$157,950.00		$41,698.80

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[$]		$280,800.00		$327,600.00				CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[$]		$468,000.00		$546,000.00						F. Tech		[$]		$0.00		$0.00				CPE de-commisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$112,320.00		$131,040.00

						Total Cost - Annual						$915,642.00		$439,826.40				Total Cost - Annual						$1,587,066.00		$742,739.40				Total Cost - Annual						$1,989,145.60		$417,555.84				Total Cost - Annual						$747,162.00		$243,266.40



Labor Time Per Process - Wireless Backhaul

Current	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	16.5	17.350000000000001	10.7	13.5	With NSO	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	6.7299999999999995	6.843	1.9885000000000002	3.7299999999999995	Hours



Annual Labor Cost Per Process - Wireless Backhaul

Current	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	915642	1587066	1989145.6000000001	747162	With NSO	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	439826.39999999991	742739.4	417555.84	243266.39999999997	$ Annual Spend In Thousands





Current Share of Annual Labor Cost

Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	915642	1587066	1989145.6000000001	747162	

Time Spent on operations 

Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	16.5	17.350000000000001	10.7	13.5	

Cost Per Process- Wireless Backhaul

Current	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	1956.5	2034.7	1195.4000000000001	1596.5	With NSO	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	939.8	952.23	250.935	519.79999999999995	

Total Annual Hours - Wireless Backhaul

Current	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	7722	13533	17804.8	6318	With NSO	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	3149.64	5337.54	3308.8640000000005	1745.6399999999999	Total Hours - Annual



Labor Time Allocation Before- Annual

Annual Labor Time Summary	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service 	Disconnect	7722	13533	17804.8	6318	

Labor Allocation - With Automation

With NSO	Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	3149.64	5337.54	3308.8640000000005	1745.6399999999999	

New Share of Annual Labor Cost

Change Request	New Customer Add	Incident Resolution	Service Disconnect	439826.39999999991	742739.4	417555.84	243266.39999999997	



ChangeRequest

																								Operational Functions

				Service		Service 1																		Customer

				Process		Change Request - Bandwidth and SLA change																		Sales

																								ICB

						Inputs																		Design & Provisioning Engineering

						Trigger manual process																		Order acceptance & Management

																								CPM(Customer Project Manager)

														Cuurent		With NSO		Impact of Orchestration		Notes				Network Engineering Architecture CRAN( Commercial Service &  sustain Eng)

						Hourly Rate - CSR								$92.00		$110.00		20%						Service Desk(Metro-E )

						Hourly Rate - Field Tech								$120.00		$140.00		17%

						Hourly Rate- Eng								$150.00		$180.00		20%

						Number of FTEs dedicated to Wireless Backhaul								20		14		30%		Value not captured in analysis

						Average Number of customers Added per week								15		15		0%		Can add more customers per week				Warehouse

						Total Number network elements/devices								3400		3400				More Virtual and Physical devices supported				Test and Turnup

						Number of customer calls for Change per week								9		9		0%		Calls go down and most orders get processed via portal

						Total number of Metro-E customers 								200,000		200,000								Operations



						Change order call		0.8

						Customer call to make change to service		0.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.8		0.2475		67%		Done from a Customer service portal, time reduced by 95%

						CSR initiates change order		0.3		Number of Customers per week				9		9

										Total Time per Week		[hrs]		6.75		2.2275

										Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		351		115.83

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$32,292		$   12,741.30



						Order Entry & fulfillment		0.8		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.8		0.2475		67%		Done from a CSR portal, reduced by 80%

						Order Entry		0.3		Number of customers per week				9		9

						Billing		0.3		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		6.75		2.2275						67%

						Service Activation		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		351		115.83						67%

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$32,292		$   12,741.30						86%

																						93%

						Customer order processing		1.8		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.8		0.245		86%		NSO service model used to validate service order		90%		-Update supporting documents & upload to century				Design Engineer create dependency in Century

						Accept Sales order and validate		1.0		Number of customers per week				9		9						78%		-Make port assignment				CAN TAKE upto 60 days for port addition 

						Capture service order details in service order kit		0.5		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		15.75		2.205						0%

						Forward service order for site survey		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		819		114.66

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$75,348		$   12,612.60



						Service Configuration validation		3.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		3.5		0.245		93%		NSO Service validation used to automate validation

						Verify service order parameter		1.0		Number of customers per week				9		9				If dependency required, CAN TAKE upto 60 days for port addition 

						Update supporting documents & upload		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		31.5		2.205

						Make port assignment		0.5		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1638		114.66

						Update new port assignment in port allocation tool		0.3		Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$196,560		$   16,052.40

						Design Engineer create dependency		0.3

						Pass activation to provisioning		0.5







						Service provisioning		2.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.5		0.25		90%

						Modify account and equipment		0.5		Number of customers per week				9		9

						Assign design information		2.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		22.5		2.25

						Complete DNS, Radius				Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1170		117

						Upload requested ID for Core provisioning				Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$140,400		$   16,380.00

						Pull and validate info

				ANOMALY		If Failure, Manual Configuration



						Network Configuration		2.3		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.3		0.495		78%

						Configure network devices		1.0		Number of customers per week				9		9

						Upload CPE config for field engineers		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		20.25		4.455

						Assign service order to field installation team		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1053		231.66

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$157,950		$   41,698.80



						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		5.0		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		5.0		5		0%

						CPE Test		4.0		Number of customers per week				9		9

						NOC monitoring verification		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		45		45

										Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		2340		2340

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$280,800		$   327,600.00





						Total Time Spent Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs				[hrs]		16.5		6.7

						Total Cost				[$]		$1,956.50		$939.80

						Change order call

						Annual Total						Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs				[hrs]		7722		3149.64

						Total Cost				[$]		$915,642.00		$439,826.40

										-59%

						 Average Cost savings				-52%



						Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Average Time Spent per Customer				[hrs]		16.5		6.7

						Average Time Spent per Customer 				[$]		$1,956.50		$939.80



						NSO Average Time savings				-59%



						% Time Spent Per Operational Process						Current		With NSO

						Change order		CSR		[%]		4.5%		3.7%

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[%]		4.5%		1.5%

						Customer order processing		CSR		[%]		11%		1.5%

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[%]		21%		4%

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[%]		15%		4%

						Network Configuration		Eng		[%]		14%		7%

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[%]		30%		74%

						Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)						Current		With NSO

						Change order		CSR		[hrs]		351		115.83		67%		Change order

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		351		115.83		67%		Order Entry & fulfillment

						Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		819		114.66		86%		Customer order processing

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		1638		114.66		93%		Service Configuration validation

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		1170		117		90%		Service provisioning

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		1053		231.66		78%		Network Configuration

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		2340		2340		0		CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up

						Total Time - Annual						7722		3149.6		0.5921212121

						Annual Spend per Operational Process						Current		With NSO

						Change order		CSR		[$]		$32,292		$12,741

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$32,292		$12,741

						Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$75,348		$12,613

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$196,560		$16,052

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$140,400		$16,380

						Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$157,950		$41,699

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[$]		$280,800		$327,600

						Total Cost - Annual						$915,642		$439,826

						Time  Spent on Operational Process Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Change order		CSR		[hrs]		0.8		0.2

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		0.8		0.2

						Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.8		0.2

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5		0.2

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.3

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.3		0.5

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		5.0		5.0

						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		16.5		6.7

						Operational Process Cost Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Change order		CSR		[$]		$69		$27

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$69		$27

						Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$161		$27

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$420		$34

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$300		$35

						Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$338		$89

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[$]		$600		$700

						Total Cost Per Customer				[$]		$1,957		$940

												Annual Savings of 		$475,815.60		-59%

																		Breakdown of activities		hrs

																		Customer call to make change to service		0.5

																		CSR initiates change order		0.25

																		Order Entry		0.25

																		Billing		0.25

																		Service Activation		0.25

																		0



Current Process Breakdown

Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	4.5454545454545456E-2	4.5454545454545456E-2	0.10606060606060606	0.21212121212121213	0.15151515151515152	0.13636363636363635	0.30303030303030304	

Change Process Time Allocation Breakdown

Current	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	4.5454545454545456E-2	4.5454545454545456E-2	0.10606060606060606	0.21212121212121213	0.15151515151515152	0.13636363636363635	0.30303030303030304	WIth NSO	3.6775631500742943E-2	1.4999999999999998E-2	1.4848484848484849E-2	3.6404160475482894E-2	3.7147102526002972E-2	7.3551263001485886E-2	0.74294205052005957	

Operational Process Annual Cost Breakdown

Current	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	32292	32292	75348	196560	140400	157950	280800	With NSO	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	12741.299999999997	12741.299999999997	12612.6	16052.399999999987	16379.999999999996	41698.799999999996	327600	

Operational Process Time Per Customer - Change Request

Current	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	0.75	0.75	1.75	3.5	2.5	2.25	5	With NSO	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	0.24749999999999997	0.24749999999999997	0.24500000000000002	0.24499999999999983	0.24999999999999994	0.49499999999999994	5	Total Annual Labor Time Per Process - Change Request

Current	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	351	351	819	1638	1170	1053	2340	With NSO	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	115.82999999999998	115.82999999999998	114.66	114.65999999999991	116.99999999999997	231.65999999999997	2340	Annual Hours





NewCustAdd

																								Operational Functions

				Service		Service 1																		Customer

				Process		New Customer Add																		Sales

																								ICB

						Inputs																		Design & Provisioning Engineering

						Trigger manual process																		Order acceptance & Management

																								CPM(Customer Project Manager)

														Cuurent		With NSO		Impact of Orchestration		Notes				Network Engineering Architecture CRAN( Commercial Service &  sustain Eng)

						Hourly Rate - CSR								$92.00		$110.00		20%						Service Desk(Metro-E )

						Hourly Rate - Field Tech								$120.00		$140.00		17%

						Hourly Rate- Eng								$150.00		$180.00		20%

						Number of FTEs dedicated to Wireless Backhaul								20		14		30%		Value not captured in analysis

						Average Number of customers Added per week								15		15		0%		Can add more customers per week				Warehouse

						Total Number network elements/devices								3400		3400				More Virtual and Physical devices supported				Test and Turnup

						Number of customer calls for Change per week								19		19		0%		Calls go down and most orders get processed via portal

						Total number of Metro-E customers 								200,000		200,000								Operations



						Service order call		1.3

						Customer call to get new service		1.0

Ben Bekele: Ben Bekele:
Longer process to add new service. Twice as long as new service add		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.3		0.25		80%		Done from a Customer service portal, time reduced by 95%

						CSR initiates order		0.3		Number of Customers per week				15		15

										Total Time per Week		[hrs]		18.75		3.75

										Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		975		195						Savings

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$89,700		$   21,450.00						80%

																						77%

						Order Entry & fulfillment		1.1		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.1		0.253		77%		Done from a CSR portal, reduced by 80%		86%

						Order Entry		0.3		Number of customers per week				15		15						93%

						Billing Entry and Verification		0.6		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		16.5		3.795						90%

						Service Activation		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		858		197.34						78%

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$78,936		$   21,707.40						0%



						Customer order processing		1.8		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.8		0.35		80%		NSO service model used to validate service order				-Update supporting documents & upload to century				Design Engineer create dependency in Century

						Accept Sales order and validate		1.0		Number of customers per week				15		15								-Make port assignment				CAN TAKE upto 60 days for port addition 

						Capture service order details in service order kit		0.5		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		26.25		5.25

						Forward service order for site survey		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1365		273

						Conduct Site Survey		?		Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$125,580		$   30,030.00



						Service Configuration validation		3.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		3.5		0.245		93%		NSO Service validation used to automate validation

						Verify service order parameter		1.0		Number of customers per week				15		15				If dependency required, CAN TAKE upto 60 days for port addition 

						Update supporting documents & upload		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		52.5		3.675

						Make port assignment		0.5		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		2730		191.1

						Update new port assignment in port allocation tool		0.3		Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$327,600		$   26,754.00

						Design Engineer create dependency		0.3

						Pass activation to provisioning		0.5







						Service provisioning		2.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.5		0.25		90%

						Modify account and equipment		0.5		Number of customers per week				15		15

						Assign design information		2.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		37.5		3.75

						Complete DNS, Radius				Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1950		195

						Upload requested ID for Core provisioning				Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$234,000		$   27,300.00

						Pull and validate info

				ANOMALY		If Failure, Manual Configuration



						Network Configuration		2.3		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.3		0.495		78%

						Configure network devices		1.0		Number of customers per week				15		15

						Upload CPE config for field engineers		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		33.75		7.425

						Assign service order to field installation team		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1755		386.1

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$263,250		$   69,498.00



						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		5.0		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		5.0		5		0%

						CPE Test		4.0		Number of customers per week				15		15

						NOC monitoring verification		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		75		75

										Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		3900		3900

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$468,000		$   546,000.00





						Total Time Spent Per Process						Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs				[hrs]		17.4		6.8

						Total Cost				[$]		$2,034.70		$952.23



						Annual Total						Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs				[hrs]		13533		5337.54

						Total Cost				[$]		$1,587,066.00		$742,739.40



						 Average Cost savings				-53%



						Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Average Time Spent per Customer				[hrs]		17.35		6.8

						Average Time Spent per Customer 				[$]		$2,034.70		$952.23



						NSO Average Time savings				-61%



						% Time Spent Per Operational Process						Current		With NSO

						Customer order call		CSR		[%]		7.2%		3.7%

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[%]		6.3%		1.5%

						Customer order processing		CSR		[%]		10%		2.0%

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[%]		20%		4%

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[%]		14%		4%

						Network Configuration		Eng		[%]		13%		7%

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[%]		29%		73%

						Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)						Current		With NSO

						Customer order call		CSR		[hrs]		975		195		Change order		80%

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		858		197.34		Order Entry & fulfillment		77%

						Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1365		273		Customer order processing		80%

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		2730		191.1		Service Configuration validation		93%

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		1950		195		Service provisioning		90%

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		1755		386.1		Network Configuration		78%

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		3900		3900		CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		0%

						Total Time - Annual						13533		5337.5				0.6055907781

						Annual Spend per Operational Process						Current		With NSO

						Customer order call		CSR		[$]		$89,700		$21,450

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$78,936		$21,707

						Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$125,580		$30,030

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$327,600		$26,754

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$234,000		$27,300

						Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$263,250		$69,498

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[$]		$468,000		$546,000

						Total Cost - Annual						$1,587,066		$742,739

						Time  Spent on Operational Process Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Customer order call		CSR		[hrs]		1.3		0.3

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		1.1		0.3

						Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.8		0.4

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5		0.2

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.3

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.3		0.5

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		5.0		5.0

						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		17.35		6.8

						Operational Process Cost Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Customer order call		CSR		[$]		$115		$28

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$101		$28

						Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$161		$39

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$420		$34

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$300		$35

						Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$338		$89

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[$]		$600		$700

						Total Cost Per Customer				[$]		$2,035		$952



Current Process Breakdown

Customer order call	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	7.2046109510086456E-2	6.3400576368876083E-2	0.10086455331412104	0.20172910662824209	0.14409221902017291	0.12968299711815562	0.28818443804034583	

Labor Time Comparison

Current	Customer order call	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	7.2046109510086456E-2	6.3400576368876083E-2	0.10086455331412104	0.20172910662824209	0.14409221902017291	0.12968299711815562	0.28818443804034583	WIth NSO	3.6533684056700266E-2	1.4582132564841499E-2	2.0172910662824204E-2	3.5803010375566248E-2	3.6533684056700266E-2	7.2336694432266549E-2	0.73067368113400555	

Operational Process Annual Cost Breakdown

Current	Customer order call	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Co	nfiguration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	89700	78936	125580	327600	234000	263250	468000	With NSO	Customer order call	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	21449.999999999993	21707.4	30029.999999999993	26753.999999999982	27299.999999999993	69498	546000	

Operational Process Time Per Customer - New Customer Add

Current	Customer order call	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order proc	essing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	1.25	1.1000000000000001	1.75	3.5	2.5	2.25	5	With NSO	Customer order call	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	0.24999999999999994	0.253	0.34999999999999992	0.24499999999999983	0.24999999999999994	0.49499999999999994	5	Total Annual Time Spent on Process - New Customer Add 

Current	Customer order call	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	975	858	1365	2730	1950	1755	3900	With NSO	Customer order call	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	194.99999999999994	197.34	272.99999999999994	191.09999999999988	194.99999999999994	386.09999999999997	3900	



Incident Resolution

																								Operational Functions

				Service		Service 1																		Customer

				Process		Incident Resolution																		Sales

																								ICB

						Inputs																		Design & Provisioning Engineering

						Trigger manual process																		Order acceptance & Management

																								CPM(Customer Project Manager)

														Cuurent		With NSO		Impact of Orchestration		Notes				Network Engineering Architecture CRAN( Commercial Service &  sustain Eng)

						Hourly Rate - CSR								$92.00		$110.00		20%						Service Desk(Metro-E )

						Hourly Rate - Field Tech								$120.00		$140.00		17%

						Hourly Rate- Eng								$150.00		$180.00		20%

						Number of FTEs dedicated to Wireless Backhaul								20		14		30%		Value not captured in analysis

						Average Number of incidents per week								32		32		0%		Can add more customers per week				Warehouse

						Total Number network elements/devices								3400		3400				More Virtual and Physical devices supported				Test and Turnup

						Number of incidentsper week								32		32		0%		Calls go down and most orders get processed via portal

						Total number of Metro-E customers 								200,000		200,000								Operations



						New service order call		1.3

						Customer call to Notify Problem		1.0

Ben Bekele: Ben Bekele:
Longer process to add new service. Twice as long as new service add		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.3		0.25		80%		Done from a Customer service portal, time reduced by 95%

						CSR initiates trouble ticket		0.3		Number of Incidents per week				32		32								80%

										Total Time per Week		[hrs]		40		8								71%

										Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		2080		416								53%

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$191,360		$   45,760.00								94%

																								90%

						 Trouble Ticket assignment		0.9		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.9		0.2465		71%		Done from a CSR portal, reduced by 80%				50%

						Ticket created in the system		0.3		Number of customers per week				32		32

						Assign ticket to a technician		0.6		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		27.2		7.888

										Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1414.4		410.176

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$130,125		$   45,119.36



						Troubleshooting		1.6		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.6		0.752		53%		NSO service model used to validate service order				-Update supporting documents & upload to century				Design Engineer create dependency in Century

						Accept trouble ticket		0.8		Number of customers per week				32		32								-Make port assignment				CAN TAKE upto 60 days for port addition 

						Search in database		0.5		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		51.2		24.064

						Initiate service request		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		2662.4		1251.328

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$244,941		$   137,646.08



						Service Configuration validation		4.0		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		4.0		0.24		94%		NSO Service validation used to automate validation

						Verify service parameter		1.0		Number of customers per week				32		32				If dependency required, CAN TAKE upto 60 days for port addition 

						Verify Configuration		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		128		7.68

						Verify network configuration		0.5		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		6656		399.36

						Verify CPE configuration		0.5		Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$798,720		$   55,910.40

						Verify service is up and running		0.5

						Pass activation to provisioning		0.5







						Service provisioning		2.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.5		0.25		90%

						Modify account and equipment		0.5		Number of customers per week				32		32

						Assign design information		2.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		80		8

						Complete DNS, Radius				Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		4160		416

						Upload requested ID for Core provisioning				Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$499,200		$   58,240.00

						Pull and validate info

				ANOMALY		If Failure, Manual Configuration														Zero once NSO is implemented



						Service Resolution		0.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.5		0.25		50%

						Notify customer of resolution		0.3		Number of customers per week				32		32

						Close Ticket		0.2		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		16		8

						Assign service order to field installation team				Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		832		416

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$124,800		$   74,880.00



										Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.0		0		40%

										Number of customers per week				32		32

										Total Time per Week		[hrs]		0		0

										Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		0		0

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$0		$   - 0





						Total Time Spent Per Process						Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs				[hrs]		10.7		2.0

						Total Cost				[$]		$1,195.40		$250.94



						Annual Total						Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs				[hrs]		17804.8		3308.864

						Total Cost				[$]		$1,989,145.60		$417,555.84



						 Average Cost savings				-79%



						Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Average Time Spent per Customer				[hrs]		10.7		2.0

						Average Time Spent per Customer 				[$]		$1,195.40		$250.94



						NSO Average Time savings				-81%



						% Time Spent Per Operational Process						Current		With NSO

						Trouble call		CSR		[%]		11.7%		12.6%

						 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[%]		7.9%		2.3%

						Troubleshooting		CSR		[%]		15%		7.0%

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[%]		37%		12%

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[%]		23%		13%

						Service Resolution		Eng		[%]		5%		13%

								F. Tech		[%]		0%		0%

						Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)						Current		With NSO

						Trouble call		CSR		[hrs]		2080		416		Change order		80%

						 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[hrs]		1414.4		410.176		 Trouble Ticket assignment		71%

						Troubleshooting		CSR		[hrs]		2662.4		1251.328		Troubleshooting		53%

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		6656		399.36		Service Configuration validation		94%

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		4160		416		Service provisioning		90%

						Service Resolution		Eng		[hrs]		832		416		Service Resolution		50%

								F. Tech		[hrs]		0		0

						Total Time - Annual						17804.8		3308.9

						Annual Spend per Operational Process						Current		With NSO

						Trouble call		CSR		[$]		$191,360		$45,760

						 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[$]		$130,125		$45,119

						Troubleshooting		CSR		[$]		$244,941		$137,646

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$798,720		$55,910

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$499,200		$58,240

						Service Resolution		Eng		[$]		$124,800		$74,880

						0		F. Tech		[$]		$0		$0

						Total Cost - Annual						$1,989,146		$417,556

						Time  Spent on Operational Process Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Trouble call		CSR		[hrs]		1.3		0.3

						 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[hrs]		0.9		0.2

						Troubleshooting		CSR		[hrs]		1.6		0.8

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		4.0		0.2

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.3

						Service Resolution		Eng		[hrs]		0.5		0.3

								F. Tech		[hrs]		0.0		0.0

						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		10.7		2.0

						Operational Process Cost Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Trouble call		CSR		[$]		$115		$28

						 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[$]		$78		$27

						Troubleshooting		CSR		[$]		$147		$83

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[$]		$480		$34

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$300		$35

						Service Resolution		Eng		[$]		$75		$45

						0		F. Tech		[$]		$0		$0

						Total Cost Per Customer				[$]		$1,195		$251

						Breakdown of activities		hrs

						Customer call to Notify Problem		1

						CSR initiates trouble ticket		0.25

						Ticket created in the system		0.25

						Assign ticket to a technician		0.6

						0		0

						0



Current Process Breakdown

Trouble call	 Trouble Ticket assignment	Troubleshooting	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Service Resolution	0.11682242990654206	7.9439252336448593E-2	0.14953271028037385	0.37383177570093462	0.23364485981308411	4.6728971962616828E-2	0	

Change Process Time Allocation Breakdown

Current	Trouble call	 Trouble Ticket assignment	Troubleshooting	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Service Resolution	0.11682242990654206	7.9439252336448593E-2	0.14953271028037385	0.37383177570093462	0.23364485981308411	4.6728971962616828E-2	WIth NSO	Trouble call	 Trouble Ticket assignment	Troubleshooting	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Service Resolution	0.12572290671360317	2.3037383177570096E-2	7.0280373831775697E-2	0.1206939904450592	0.12572290671360317	0.12572290671360323	



OPerational Process Annual Cost Breakdown

Current	Trouble call	 Trouble Ticket assignment	Troubleshooting	Service 	Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Service Resolution	0	191360	130124.79999999999	244940.80000000002	798720	499200	124800	0	With NSO	Trouble call	 Trouble Ticket assignment	Troubleshooting	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Service Resolution	0	45759.999999999985	45119.360000000008	137646.07999999999	55910.400000000052	58239.999999999985	74880	0	$ Millions

Operational Process Time Per Customer - Incident Resolution

Current	Trouble call	 Trouble Ticket assignment	Trou	bleshooting	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Service Resolution	1.25	0.85	1.6	4	2.5	0.5	With NSO	Trouble call	 Trouble Ticket assignment	Troubleshooting	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Service Resolution	0.24999999999999994	0.24650000000000002	0.752	0.24000000000000021	0.24999999999999994	0.25	

Service Disconnect

																								Operational Functions

				Service		Service 1																		Customer

				Process		Service Disconnect																		Sales

																								ICB

						Inputs																		Design & Provisioning Engineering

						Trigger manual process																		Order acceptance & Management

																								CPM(Customer Project Manager)

														Cuurent		With NSO		Impact of Orchestration		Notes				Network Engineering Architecture CRAN( Commercial Service &  sustain Eng)

						Hourly Rate - CSR								$92.00		$110.00		20%						Service Desk(Metro-E )

						Hourly Rate - Field Tech								$120.00		$140.00		17%

						Hourly Rate- Eng								$150.00		$180.00		20%

						Number of FTEs dedicated to Wireless Backhaul								20		14		30%		Value not captured in analysis

						Average Number of customers Added per week								300		300		0%		Can add more customers per week				Warehouse

						Total Number network elements/devices								3400		3400				More Virtual and Physical devices supported				Test and Turnup

						Number of customer disconnects per week								9		9		0%		Calls go down and most orders get processed via portal

						Total number of Metro-E customers 								200,000		200,000								Operations



						Service disconnet order call		0.8																67%

						Customer call to disconnect service		0.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.8		0.2475		67%		Done from a Customer service portal, time reduced by 95%				67%

						CSR initiates disconnect order		0.3		Number of Customers per week				9		9								86%

										Total Time per Week		[hrs]		6.75		2.2275								93%

										Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		351		115.83								90%

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$32,292		$   12,741.30								78%

																								0%

						Service Order Entry & fulfillment		0.8		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.8		0.2475		67%		Done from a CSR portal, reduced by 80%

						Order Entry		0.3		Number of customers per week				9		9

						Billing		0.3		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		6.75		2.2275

						Service De-activation		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		351		115.83

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$32,292		$   12,741.30



						 Customer order processing		1.8		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.8		0.245		86%		NSO service model used to validate service order				-Update supporting documents & upload to century				Design Engineer create dependency in Century

						Accept  order and validate		1.0		Number of customers per week				9		9								-Make port assignment				CAN TAKE upto 60 days for port addition 

						Capture service order details in service order kit		0.5		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		15.75		2.205

						Forward service order for site survey		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		819		114.66

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$75,348		$   12,612.60



						Service Configuration removal & validation		3.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		3.5		0.245		93%		NSO Service validation used to automate validation

						Verify service order parameter		1.0		Number of customers per week				9		9				If dependency required, CAN TAKE upto 60 days for port addition 

						Update supporting documents & upload to Backoffice		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		31.5		2.205

						Remove port assignment		0.5		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1638		114.66

						Update port assignment in port allocation tool		0.3		Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$196,560		$   16,052.40

						Design Engineer verify all dependency 		0.3

						Pass de-activation to provisioning		0.5







						Service de-provisioning		2.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.5		0.25		90%

						Modify account and equipment		0.5		Number of customers per week				9		9

						Assign design information		2.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		22.5		2.25

						Complete DNS, Radius				Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1170		117

						Upload  ID to Core provisioning				Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$140,400		$   16,380.00

						Release all IP addresses and validate info

				ANOMALY		If Failure, Trigger Manual Configuration



						Network Configuration		2.3		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.3		0.495		78%

						De-Configure network devices		1.0		Number of customers per week				9		9

						Upload CPE config for field engineers		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		20.25		4.455

						Assign service disconnect order to field installation team		0.3		Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		1053		231.66

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$157,950		$   41,698.80



						CPE de-commisioning		2.0		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.0		2		0%

						CPE turn-off 		1.0		Number of customers per week				9		9

						NOC monitoring removal & verification		1.0		Total Time per Week		[hrs]		18		18

										Total Time(Annual)		[hrs]		936		936

										Total Cost(Annual)		[$]		$112,320		$   131,040.00





						Total Time Spent Per Process						Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs				[hrs]		13.5		3.7

						Total Cost				[$]		$1,596.50		$519.80

						Service disconnet order call

						Annual Total						Current		With NSO

						Total Time - Hrs				[hrs]		6318		1745.64

						Total Cost				[$]		$747,162.00		$243,266.40



						 Average Cost savings				-67%



						Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Average Time Spent per Customer				[hrs]		13.5		3.7

						Average Time Spent per Customer 				[$]		$1,596.50		$519.80



						NSO Average Time savings				-72%



						% Time Spent Per Operational Process						Current		With NSO

						Disconnect Call/order		CSR		[%]		5.6%		6.6%

						Service Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[%]		5.6%		1.8%

						 Customer order processing		CSR		[%]		13%		1.8%

						Service Configuration removal & validation		F. Tech		[%]		26%		7%

						Service de-provisioning		F. Tech		[%]		19%		7%

						Network Configuration		Eng		[%]		17%		13%

						CPE de-commisioning		F. Tech		[%]		15%		54%

						Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)						Current		With NSO

						Disconnect Call/order		CSR		[hrs]		351		115.83		Change order		67%

						Service Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		351		115.83		Service Order Entry & fulfillment		67%

						 Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		819		114.66		 Customer order processing		86%

						Service Configuration removal & validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		1638		114.66		Service Configuration removal & validation		93%

						Service de-provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		1170		117		Service de-provisioning		90%

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		1053		231.66		Network Configuration		78%

						CPE de-commisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		936		936		CPE de-commisioning		0%

						Total Time - Annual						6318		1745.6

						Annual Spend per Operational Process						Current		With NSO

						Disconnect Call/order		CSR		[$]		$32,292		$12,741

						Service Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$32,292		$12,741

						 Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$75,348		$12,613

						Service Configuration removal & validation		F. Tech		[$]		$196,560		$16,052

						Service de-provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$140,400		$16,380

						Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$157,950		$41,699

						CPE de-commisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$112,320		$131,040

						Total Cost - Annual						$747,162		$243,266

						Time  Spent on Operational Process Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Disconnect Call/order		CSR		[hrs]		0.8		0.2

						Service Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		0.8		0.2

						 Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.8		0.2

						Service Configuration removal & validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5		0.2

						Service de-provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.3

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.3		0.5

						CPE de-commisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.0		2.0

						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		13.5		3.7

						Operational Process Cost Per Customer						Current		With NSO

						Disconnect Call/order		CSR		[$]		$69		$27

						Service Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[$]		$69		$27

						 Customer order processing		CSR		[$]		$161		$27

						Service Configuration removal & validation		F. Tech		[$]		$420		$34

						Service de-provisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$300		$35

						Network Configuration		Eng		[$]		$338		$89

						CPE de-commisioning		F. Tech		[$]		$240		$280

						Total Cost Per Customer				[$]		$1,597		$520

						Breakdown of activities		hrs

						Customer call to disconnect service		0.5

						CSR initiates disconnect order		0.25

						Order Entry		0.25

						Billing		0.25

						Service De-activation		0.25

						0



Current Process Breakdown

Disconnect Call/order	Service Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	 Customer order processing	Service Configuration removal 	&	 validation	Service de-provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE de-commisioning	5.5555555555555552E-2	5.5555555555555552E-2	0.12962962962962962	0.25925925925925924	0.18518518518518517	0.16666666666666666	0.14814814814814814	

Change Process Time Allocation Breakdown

Current	Disconnect Call/order	Service Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	 Customer order processing	Service Configuration removal 	&	 validation	Service de-provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE de-commisioning	5.5555555555555552E-2	5.5555555555555552E-2	0.12962962962962962	0.25925925925925924	0.18518518518518517	0.16666666666666666	0.14814814814814814	WIth NSO	6.635388739946381E-2	1.833333333333333E-2	1.8148148148148146E-2	6.5683646112600497E-2	6.7024128686327081E-2	0.13270777479892762	0.53619302949061676	



Operational Process Annual Cost Breakdown

Current	Disconnect Call/order	Service Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	 Customer order processing	Service Configuration removal 	&	 validation	Service de-provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE de-commisioning	32292	32292	75348	196560	140400	157950	112320	With NSO	Disconnect Call/order	Service Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	 Customer order processing	Service Configuration removal 	&	 validation	Service de-provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE de-commisioning	12741.299999999997	12741.299999999997	12612.6	16052.399999999987	16379.999999999996	41698.799999999996	131040	



Operational Process Time Per Customer - Service Disconnect

Current	Disconnect Call/order	Service Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	 Customer order processing	Service Configuration removal 	&	 validation	Service de-provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE de-commisioning	0.75	0.75	1.75	3.5	2.5	2.25	2	With NSO	Disconnect Call/order	Service Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	 Customer order processing	Service Configuration removal 	&	 validation	Service de-provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE de-commisioning	0.24749999999999997	0.24749999999999997	0.24500000000000002	0.24499999999999983	0.24999999999999994	0.49499999999999994	2	



NSO Pricing





		Quotation for NSO

										9%

		NSO Pricing 						Price to GDT		Price to Consolidated

				Quantity		Price/item		Amount		Amount		PIDs		Notes

		Development Licenses

		NSO Platform Development license		1		$9,000		$9,000		$9,810		NSO-DEV-40-K9		NSO Lab License for development purpuses, API libraries, Data model compiler, and Network Emulator simulator.

		Sub-Total Development & Lab Licenses						$9,000		$9,810



		NSO NOC RTU Server Licenses												One-time license for instances of NSO installed on server hardware.

		NSO NOC-RTU, NSO Base Server License		1		$90,000		$90,000		$98,100		NSO-40-K9		Assume 1 production data center  with NSO. 

		NSO NOC-RTU, HA Fail Over License		1		$45,000		$45,000		$49,050		NSO-HA		NSO configured for redundancy within one data center (master/slave) - local HA

		Sub-Total NOC Licenses						$135,000		$147,150



		Network Element (NE) Licenses												One-time license fees for the number of Network Devices NSO will manage/provision.

		NSO NE-RTU, License for Extra Large sized NE's		1		$13,200		$13,200		$14,388		NSO-PNF-XL-LIC-P

		NSO NE-RTU, License for Large sized NE's		1		$3,600		$3,600		$3,924		NSO-PNF-L-LIC-P		Cisco ASR 9000 Series Aggregation Services Routers

		NSO NE-RTU, License for Medium sized NE's		1		$1,112		$1,112		$1,212		NSO-PNF-M-LIC-P		Cisco ASR 900 Series Aggregation Services Routers

		NSO NE-RTU, License for Small sized NE's		1		$772		$772		$841		NSO-PNF-S-LIC-P		Cisco ME 3800X Series Carrier Ethernet Switch Routers, Cisco ME 3600X Series Ethernet Access Switches, Cisco ASR 901 10G Series Aggregation Services Routers

		NSO NE-RTU, License for X- Small sized NE's		1		$58		$58		$63		NSO-PNF-XS-LIC-P		Cisco ASR 920 Series Aggregation Services Router, Cisco ASR 901 Series Aggregation Services Routers, Cisco ME 3400E Series Ethernet Access Switches, Cisco ME 3400 Series Ethernet Access Switches

		Sub-Total NE Licenses		1				$5,542		$20,428



		VNF Network Element Licenses

		NSO Orchestration for One Virtual Network Function (VNF), Per virtual CPU core		1		$450		$450		$491		NSO-VMCPU-LIC

		Sub-Total VNF NE Licenses		1				$450		$491



		NED Licenses												One-time license fee for the Network Element Drivers (NEDs)

		NSO Cisco IOS XR NED		1		$40,000		$40,000		$43,600		NSO-NED-IOSX1		NSO Platform NED RTU license for Cisco IOS XR

		NSO IOS NED		1		$40,000		$40,000		$43,600		NSO-NED-IOS1		NSO Platform NED RTU license for Cisco IOS

		Sub-Total NED Licenses						$80,000		$87,200



		Net Total for all Licenses						$229,992		$265,079



		SW Maintenance & Support

		Maintenance & Support, Standard Level, annual fee		1		23%		$52,898		$60,968		CON-SAU-LNSOLIC		24x7 SWSS support - includes help desk, bug fixes, point level & major release updates. Annual recurring fee.



		Professional Services, Installation & Configure to Fit		TBD				TBD		TBD				Estimate for configuring NSO to fit, build YANG models, install, etc. is determined based on a mutally agreed to Statement of Work from Cisco Advanced Services.  Will invoice actual cost for labor and travel.



		Grand Total						$282,890		$326,047				Grand total for year 1. Years 2+ the only cost is software maintenance and support fee

















Use cases Summary - TailF 

						Tail-F Assumption in savings For operational Procedures

						Change request

						Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost		% savings

						Change order		CSR		[hrs]		0.75		0.25

Microsoft Office User: Microsoft Office User:
.25 or .50 of the hour would be needed.  Service models would provide simplet variable for input. This greatly redeuces the time to input and validate the configuration(s) and changes.  These numbers for all entries assume the Service Models have been built, validated and Device Templates work.  CPE installation and testing is harder to put a time on.  If the device type supports PnP we can automate the turn-up, but that is not a good assumption to try and calculate so I left it at 0.		NSO Service Model - API						67%

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		0.75		0.25		NSO Service Model - API						67%

						Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.75		0.25		NSO Service Model - API						86%

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5		0.25		Commit Dry-run validation						93%

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.25		NSO Service Model - API						90%

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.25		0.5		NSO Device Templates						78%

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		5		5		NSO would need to function after CPE install						0%

						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		16.5		6.75

						New Service Add																% Savings

						Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost

						Change order		CSR		[hrs]		1.3		0.3

Microsoft Office User: Microsoft Office User:
.25 or .50 of the hour would be needed.  Service models would provide simplet variable for input. This greatly redeuces the time to input and validate the configuration(s) and changes.  These numbers for all entries assume the Service Models have been built, validated and Device Templates work.  CPE installation and testing is harder to put a time on.  If the device type supports PnP we can automate the turn-up, but that is not a good assumption to try and calculate so I left it at 0.		NSO Service Model - API						80%		80%

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		1.1		0.3		NSO Service Model - API						77%		77%

						Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.8		0.3		NSO Service Model - API						86%		86%

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5		0.3		Commit Dry-run validation						93%		93%

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.3		NSO Service Model - API						90%		90%

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.3		0.5		NSO Device Templates						78%		78%

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		5.0		5.0		NSO would need to function after CPE install						0%		0%

						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		17.35		6.8

						Incident Resolution

						Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost

						Change order		CSR		[hrs]		1.3		0.3

Microsoft Office User: Microsoft Office User:
Change orders would use the Service Models, greatly reducing the TTM by input of variables.  Trouble Ticket assignment would require the Service Model to provide TT input like the Ticket # or some other Key.
		NSO Service Model - API						80%

						 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[hrs]		0.9		0.3		NSO Service Model - API						71%

						Troubleshooting		CSR		[hrs]		1.6		0.8		Logs, Check-sync						53%

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		4.0		0.3		Commit Dry-run validation						94%

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5		0.3		NSO Service Model - API						90%

						Service Resolution		Eng		[hrs]		0.5		0.3		FastMap - Create, Delete, Re-deploy						50%



						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		10.7

						New Service Introduction

						Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost

						Create billing code in BSS system								

Microsoft Office User: Microsoft Office User:
These are big assumptions for time and requirements. Integrations will require understanding business requirements and 3rd party API limitations.  
NED development is New NED - 4-6 weeks after we are provided access to the elements and have all the use-cases and configurations identified.
Service model creations I put down for 1-2 weeks as I don't know the Services or even the Elements that would need to have device templates.
Field trial and deplyoment would be running the services via NSO.  Testing of the services and configuration output would be part if the development of the Service models.
		

Microsoft Office User: Microsoft Office User:
Change orders would use the Service Models, greatly reducing the TTM by input of variables.  Trouble Ticket assignment would require the Service Model to provide TT input like the Ticket # or some other Key.
		

Microsoft Office User: Microsoft Office User:
.25 or .50 of the hour would be needed.  Service models would provide simplet variable for input. This greatly redeuces the time to input and validate the configuration(s) and changes.  These numbers for all entries assume the Service Models have been built, validated and Device Templates work.  CPE installation and testing is harder to put a time on.  If the device type supports PnP we can automate the turn-up, but that is not a good assumption to try and calculate so I left it at 0.		

Microsoft Office User: Microsoft Office User:
.25 or .50 of the hour would be needed.  Service models would provide simplet variable for input. This greatly redeuces the time to input and validate the configuration(s) and changes.  These numbers for all entries assume the Service Models have been built, validated and Device Templates work.  CPE installation and testing is harder to put a time on.  If the device type supports PnP we can automate the turn-up, but that is not a good assumption to try and calculate so I left it at 0.		Service Model - API north-bound call						Add VPN paramerts…

						Integrate service parameters into BSS										Service Model - API north-bound call

						Develop device drivers										Dev process New NED = 4-6 weeks

						Develop service configuration process										Service Model development 1-2 weeks

						Integrate device drivers + service models into OSS/BSS										Service Model - API north-bound call

						Create service provisioning configuration template										Service Model development 1-2 weeks

						Integrate service into the NMS/EMS platform 										Service Model - API call

						Integrate service into the NOC monitoring platform										N/A

						Conduct field trial 										Running Service Models

						Roll out service across regions										Running Service Models

						# of Cell Site/Mobile Backhaul change requests weekly - 9

						# of new customer adds weekly - 15

						# of incident calls weekly – general (all services) or Cell Site/Mobile Backhaul only - 32

						# of service disconnects weekly – general(all services) or Cell Site/Mobile Backhaul only – 4





Use cases Summary 

						Time and Motion metrics

						Operational Process 		Weekly Frequency

						Change Request		100

						Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost

						Change order		CSR		[hrs]		0.75										 example: NSO API,…priced on a per device basis,  

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		0.75

						Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.75

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.25

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		5

						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		16.5

						Operational Process 		Weekly Frequency

						New Service Add		30

						Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost

						Change order		CSR		[hrs]		1.3

						Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		1.1

						Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.8

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5

						Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.3

						CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		5.0

						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		17.35

						Incident Resolution

						Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost

						Change order		CSR		[hrs]		1.3

						 Trouble Ticket assignment		CSR		[hrs]		0.9

						Troubleshooting		CSR		[hrs]		1.6

						Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		4.0

						Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5

						Service Resolution		Eng		[hrs]		0.5



						Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		10.7

						New Service Introduction

						Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost

						Create billing code in BSS system																Add VPN paramerts…

						Integrate service parameters into BSS

						Develop device drivers

						Develop service configuration process

						Integrate device drivers + service models into OSS/BSS

						Create service provisioning configuration template

						Integrate service into the NMS/EMS platform 

						Integrate service into the NOC monitoring platform

						Conduct field trial 

						Roll out service across regions

						# of Cell Site/Mobile Backhaul change requests weekly - 9

						# of new customer adds weekly - 15

						# of incident calls weekly – general (all services) or Cell Site/Mobile Backhaul only - 32

						# of service disconnects weekly – general(all services) or Cell Site/Mobile Backhaul only – 4





Service Disconnect use case

										Input Parameters required

				Service Disconnect

				Process Flow		Dept		Hours Spent

				Service disconnet order call		Customer Service		0.8

				Customer call to disconnect service				0.5		Total number of time spent		[hrs]		0.8

				CSR initiates disconnect order				0.3		Number of customer calls per week				200.0		?

										Hourly rate for CSR		[$]



				Service Order Entry & fulfillment		Customer Service		0.8		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.8

				Order Entry				0.3		Number of incidents per week				200.0

				Billing				0.3		Hourly rate for CSR		[$]

				Service De-activation				0.3





				 Customer order processing		Order accept. & mgmt		1.8		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.8

				Accept  order and validate				1.0		Number of orders processed per week				200.0

				Capture service order details in service order kit				0.5		Order AM Hourly Rate		[$]

				Forward service order for site survey				0.3





				Service Configuration removal & validation		Design & Prov.		3.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		3.5

				Verify service order parameter				1.0		Number of validations per week				200.0		?

				Update supporting documents & upload to Backoffice				1.0		Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[hrs]

				Remove port assignment				0.5

				Update port assignment in port allocation tool				0.3

				Design Engineer verify all dependency 				0.3

				Pass de-activation to provisioning				0.5







				Service de-provisioning		Design & Prov		2.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.5

				Modify account and equipment				0.5		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				Assign design information				2.0		Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[$]

				Complete DNS, Radius

				Upload  ID to Core provisioning

				Release all IP addresses and validate info

				If Failure, Trigger Manual Configuration												How often does provisioning fail?



				Network Configuration		Network Eng.		2.3		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.3

				De-Configure network devices				1.0		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				Upload CPE config for field engineers				1.0		Network Eng. Hourly rate		[$]

				Assign service disconnect order to field installation team				0.3





				CPE de-commisioning		TTU & NOC		2.0		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.0

				CPE turn-off 				1.0		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				NOC monitoring removal & verification				1.0		TTU & NOC Hourly rate		[$]













Incident Resolution use case

				Incident Resolution

										Input Parameters required

				1.1 Incident Resolution

				Process Flow		Dept		Hours Spent

				1.1.1 New service order call		Customer Service/Help Desk		1.3

				Customer call to Notify Problem				1.0

Ben Bekele: Ben Bekele:
Longer process to add new service. Twice as long as new service add		Total number of time spent		[hrs]		1.3				customer

				CSR initiates trouble ticket				0.3		Number of customer adds per week				200.0		?		CSR

										Hourly rate for CSR		[$]						Help desk Tech

																		Automated System

				1.1.2 Trouble Ticket assignment		Customer Service		0.9		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.9				Field Technician

				Ticket created in the system				0.3		Number of incidents per week				200.0				FSR Leader

				Assign ticket to a technician				0.6		Hourly rate for CSR		[$]						Engineering







				1.1.3 Troubleshooting		Field Service Tech.		1.6		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.6

				Accept trouble ticket				0.8		Number of orders processed per week				200.0

				Search in database				0.5		Order AM Hourly Rate		[$]

				Initiate service request				0.3





				1.1.4 Service Configuration validation		Design & Prov.		3.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		3.5

				Verify service parameter				1.0		Number of validations per week				200.0		?

				Verify Configuration				1.0		Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[hrs]

				Verify network configuration				0.5

				Verify CPE configuration				0.5

				Verify service is up and running				0.5









				1.1.5 Service Resolution		CSR		0.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.5

				Notify customer of resolution				0.3		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				Close Ticket				0.2		Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[$]











						Network Eng.		0.0		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.0

								0.0		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

								0.0		Network Eng. Hourly rate		[$]

								0.0





						TTU & NOC		0.0		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.0

								0.0		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

								0.0		TTU & NOC Hourly rate		[$]













Change request use case

										Input Parameters required

				Change Request- SLA/Bandwidth Change 

				Process Flow		Dept		Hours Spent

				1.1.1 Change order call		Customer Service		0.8

				Customer call to make change to service				0.5		Total number of time spent		[hrs]		0.8

				CSR initiates change order				0.3		Number of customer calls per week				200.0		?

										Hourly rate for CSR		[$]



				1.1.2 Change Order Entry & fulfillment		Customer Service		0.8		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		0.8

				Order Entry				0.3		Number of incidents per week				200.0

				Billing				0.3		Hourly rate for CSR		[$]

				Service Activation				0.3





				1.1.3 Customer order processing		Order accept. & mgmt		1.8		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.8

				Accept Sales order and validate				1.0		Number of orders processed per week				200.0

				Capture service order details in service order kit				0.5		Order AM Hourly Rate		[$]

				Forward service order for site survey				0.3





				1.1.4 Service Configuration validation		Design & Prov.		3.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		3.5

				Verify service order parameter				1.0		Number of validations per week				200.0		?

				Update supporting documents & upload to Backoffice				1.0		Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[hrs]

				Make port assignment				0.5

				Update new port assignment in port allocation tool				0.3

				Design Engineer create dependency 				0.3

				Pass activation to provisioning				0.5







				1.1.5 Service provisioning		Design & Prov		2.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.5

				Modify account and equipment				0.5		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				Assign design information				2.0		Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[$]

				Complete DNS, Radius

				Upload requested ID for Core provisioning

				Pull and validate info

				If Failure, Trigger Manual Configuration												How often does provisioning fail?



				1.1.6 Network Configuration		Network Eng.		2.3		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.3

				Configure network devices				1.0		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				Upload CPE config for field engineers				1.0		Network Eng. Hourly rate		[$]

				Assign service order to field installation team				0.3





				1.1.7 CPE  Test & service turn-up		TTU & NOC		5.0		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		5.0

				CPE Test				4.0		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				NOC monitoring verification				1.0		TTU & NOC Hourly rate		[$]













New Customer Add use case

				New Service Add

										Input Parameters required

				New Service Add

				Process Flow		Dept		Hours Spent

				1.1.1 New service order call		Customer Service		1.3

				Customer call to make order service		2x		1.0

Ben Bekele: Ben Bekele:
Longer process to add new service. Twice as long as new service add		Total number of time spent		[hrs]		1.3

				CSR initiates new services order				0.3		Number of customer adds per week				200.0		?

										Hourly rate for CSR		[$]



				1.1.2 New Service Order Entry & fulfillment		Customer Service		1.1		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		1.1

				Order Entry				0.3		Number of incidents per week				200.0

				Billing		2x		0.6		Hourly rate for CSR		[$]

				Service Activation				0.3





				1.1.3 Customer order processing		Order accept. & mgmt		2.6		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.6

				Accept Sales order and validate		1.5x		1.5		Number of orders processed per week				200.0

				Capture service order details in service order kit				0.5		Order AM Hourly Rate		[$]

				Forward service order for site survey		2x		0.6





				1.1.4 Service Configuration validation		Design & Prov.		3.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		3.5

				Verify service order parameter				1.0		Number of validations per week				200.0		?

				Update supporting documents & upload to Backoffice				1.0		Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[hrs]

				Make port assignment				0.5

				Update new port assignment in port allocation tool				0.3

				Design Engineer create dependency 				0.3

				Pass activation to provisioning				0.5







				1.1.5 Service provisioning		Design & Prov		2.5		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.5

				Modify account and equipment				0.5		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				Assign design information				2.0		Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[$]

				Complete DNS, Radius

				Upload requested ID for Core provisioning

				Pull and validate info

				If Failure, Trigger Manual Configuration



				1.1.6 Network Configuration		Network Eng.		2.3		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.3

				Configure network devices				1.0		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				Upload CPE config for field engineers				1.0		Network Eng. Hourly rate		[$]

				Assign service order to field installation team				0.3





				1.1.7 CPE  Test & service turn-up		TTU & NOC		5.0		Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		5.0

				CPE Test				4.0		Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				NOC monitoring verification				1.0		TTU & NOC Hourly rate		[$]













New Service Add & Rollout

																				Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost

																				Create billing code in BSS system

				Step 4. For each operational process in step 2, provide Time and Motion study - identify the process flow, the amount of time spent on the process, the frequency & avg. dept hourly rate																Integrate service parameters into BSS

																				Develop device drivers

												Input Parameters required								Develop service configuration process

				New Service Add																Integrate device drivers + service models into OSS/BSS

				Process Flow		Dept		Man Hours Spent												Create service provisioning configuration template

				Create Billing Code		IT		10,500.0												Integrate service into the NMS/EMS platform 

				Setup billing code for new service				100.0

Ben Bekele: 				Total number of time spent		[hrs]		10,500.0				Integrate service into the NOC monitoring platform

				Integrate billing code into SP system		1 yr/8 people		10,400.0

Ben Bekele: Ben Bekele:
5 people over  1 year to do the integration
				Number of customer adds per week				200.0		?		Conduct field trial 

												Hourly rate for CSR		[$]						Roll out service across regions



				Develop Device Drivers		Engeering/Prod. Devt		5,220.3				Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		5,220.3

				Identify devices that will be required for service				20.0				Number of incidents per week				200.0

				Develop drivers for every device that needs to be configured		0.5 yr/5 people		5,200.0				Hourly rate for CSR		[$]

								0.3





				Integrate service config and parameters into BSS/OSS		IT		5,200.0				Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		5,200.0

				Integrate service into service broker/shim between BSS, OSS		0.5 yr/5 people		5,200.0				Number of orders processed per week				200.0

												Order AM Hourly Rate		[$]







				Develop service configuration process		Design & Prov.		482.5				Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		482.5

				Identify flows for service configuration		1m/3 people		480.0				Number of validations per week				200.0		?

				Develop service configuration templates				1.0				Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[hrs]

				Make port assignment				0.5

				Update new port assignment in port allocation tool				0.3

				Design Engineer create dependency 				0.3

				Pass activation to provisioning				0.5







				1.1.5 Service provisioning		Design & Prov		2.5				Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.5

				Modify account and equipment				0.5				Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				Assign design information				2.0				Design & Prov. Hourly rate		[$]

				Complete DNS, Radius

				Upload requested ID for Core provisioning

				Pull and validate info

				If Failure, Trigger Manual Configuration



				1.1.6 Network Configuration		Network Eng.		2.3				Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		2.3

				Configure network devices				1.0				Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				Upload CPE config for field engineers				1.0				Network Eng. Hourly rate		[$]

				Assign service order to field installation team				0.3





				1.1.7 CPE  Test & service turn-up		TTU & NOC		5.0				Total Number of time spent		[hrs]		5.0

				CPE Test				4.0				Number of services provisioned per week				200.0

				NOC monitoring verification				1.0				TTU & NOC Hourly rate		[$]













Captured Process 



						Customer		Email Order: Provide initial site & product info

						Sales		Start – Identify Prospect		Pri over Coax or SMB opportunity		Y: Coax Survey process(CHI OE Or National 

												48 Hrs

												N: Enter info in CPQ		Close Fiber survey task in SF 

												Submit Fiber survey request CPQ		Update Metro E configurator with fiber cost and survey ID

														Remove non-serviceable

														Create Final Proposal for customers

														Launch Task to design in SF

						ICB

						Design & Provisioning Engineering		Update design queue process(DT)(CT)(PT)		(PT) Update new port assignment in port allocation tool		If dependency required, 		Does design need any updates?

								-Update supporting documents & upload to century				Design Engineer create dependency in Century

								-Make port assignment				CAN TAKE upto 60 days for port addition 

												Provisioning(?)		Provisioning		Provisioning(CT)		Provisioning (CT)		Provisioning(OT)		Failure:								Provisioning(CT)

														If known template fix, provisioning makes the manual config change, upload to config the changes and close the task out. This will then send back to TTU queue, & sends JIRA request for template update to Jason Walker		•Create account and equipment		-Generate CPE config		Upload requested ID in OTTO for Core provisioning		Manual Deployment(CT)								•Create account and equipment

																•Assign design information		-Close Century Task		Pull and validate info		Of failure in configuration								•Assign design information

																•Complete DNS, Radius((???)		-Launch Century Task for TTU												Complete DNS, Radius((???)

																Does Design need any update						Success (OT)(CT)

																						-Deploy Core in OTTO

																						-Close Task in Century

																						- Launch Century task in CPM queue

						Order acceptance & Management		Order Acceptance		PRI/BC order submit tto BSC for QA & SVc delivery in workbench		Verify if opportunity is built according to approved standards/guideines?

								Process account info for billing				What does this 

								Validate & enter opportunity in SF

								Validate & enter all product & pricing

								Ensure all docs are uploaded to storage

								Accept Opportunity and mark closed

								Manual email sent to sales mgmt, order mgmt, implementation & project mgmt

								Order accepted

								Or order can be rejected & sent back to sales engineer( missing info, or invalid order)

						CPM( Customer Project Manager		Pull order from Century		PMO manager send to design		PMO manager assigns orders to CPM		Order review 		Email customers		Prepare for implementation call		CPM coordinate call with provisioning, local field Eng & TTU

										Engineering update queue

						Operation

						Network Engineering Architecture CRAN(Commercial Service &  sustain Eng))				T2- Trouble shoot and resolve		T2 – f unresolved, Escalate to appropriate 

						Metro E Service Desk		T1 - Trouble shoot and resolve

						Warehouse

						Test and Turnup		Escalate turnup problem via remedy ticket to metro E service desk		Is it correct device/HE termination		YES - Is it template or configuration issue - Check

						Operations						NO - 

						backlog		982

						On shore		189		Customers

						Offshore		609		Customers

						On-shore Ops Cpacity to onboard		52

						Offshore capacity to onboard per day		85

						# of on shoreEngineers		20

						# of of-shore engineers		50

						Total Per day		5290

						Total per week		26450





Current Cost Summary-ChngReq

						Time spent		Per Process

								Per customer

						% Share of time Spent

						Cost 		Per Process

								Per Customer

						Change order call

				Service: Wireless Backhaul



				Total Time Spent Per Customer		16.5		Hrs										30% of the time spent on CPE installation and TTU



				Total Cost per Customer 		$1,956.50												31% of Cost on CPE Test and Turn up



				Annual Labor hours spent		7722												Annual Labor Cost for Change Order 						$915,642.00



				Process		Dept				Current Time		NSO impact		How				Cost

				Change order		CSR		[hrs]		0.75

				Order Entry & fulfillment		CSR		[hrs]		0.75

				Customer order processing		CSR		[hrs]		1.75

				Service Configuration validation		F. Tech		[hrs]		3.5

				Service provisioning		F. Tech		[hrs]		2.5

				Network Configuration		Eng		[hrs]		2.25

				CPE Installation - Test & service turn-up		F. Tech		[hrs]		5

				Total Time per Customer				[hrs]		16.5



Time  Spent on Operational Process Per Customer	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	0.75	0.75	1.75	3.5	2.5	2.25	5	NUmbers of Hours

Time  Spent on Operational Process Per Customer	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	0.75	0.75	1.75	3.5	2.5	2.25	5	Operational Process Cost Per Customer	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	69	69	161	420	300	337.5	600	Operational Process Cost Per Customer	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	69	69	161	420	300	337.5	600	Time Spent per Operational Process(Annual)	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	351	351	819	1638	1170	1053	2340	Hours Per Year

Annual Spend per Operational Process	Change order	Order Entry 	&	 fulfillment	Customer order processing	Service Configuration validation	Service provisioning	Network Configuration	CPE Installation - Test 	&	 service turn-up	32292	32292	75348	196560	140400	157950	280800	$/Year
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How Automation Can Improve SP Operations?

improvement in operations efficiency*70-80%

* Based on joint calculation made with SP team and Cisco NSO team using real operations data 

80,000 
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Today
With Cisco Automation tool
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Maintenance 
Window
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Change 
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4,860
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5,200
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SDN/NFV Impact on 
Revenue
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SDN & NFV SP Business Transformation
Start with Ops Efficiency for Legacy and Expand into Virtual Services Monetization

Orchestration and Automation

Legacy Services

Virtual Network 
Elements

Physical Network 
Elements

Virtual Services

Operations(Ops) Efficiency 
Time to Market
Revenue Cycle

Optimization Focus
Zero Touch 

New On Demand Services
Dynamic Scale up and down

Lower Opex and Capex

Monetization Focus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The focus of this analysis is on how automation will provide ops cost savings by improving SP service operations. The automation investments made for automating and orchestrating legacy services will also be used as we move into delivering virtual services. This will improve the overall ROI dramatically.
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Reactions to SDN/NFV Benefits Are Highly Positive

56%

60%

65%

67%

70%

Automated service & network 
provisioning, account mgt. & 

configuration

Consumption/Usage Based Billing

Simple and easy service ordering & 
self-provisioning

Ongoing service capacity scale up or 
down as needed 

Turn Service on/off on demand 

APJC

NA
47%

LATAM
47%

34%

31% 44%

68%WE

MEA

CEE

Services Personalization Is Highly Desired Globally Businesses Willingness to Switch to Service Providers that Offer
Personalized IT Services Experiences
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WW Market Expansion by ICT Solution

$14
$53 $61

$3

$9 $9

$26

$43
$51

$11

$35
$35

$36

$83

$103

$63

$81

$91

2014 2019 2019 (New Forecast)

Web Hosting

Remotely Managed IT
Services (RMITS)

Online Collaboration,
Productivity, & Email

Video Conferencing &
VoiP

DaaS & PaaS

Hosted Server, Online
Backup & Storage (IaaS)

$153 B

$305 B

Uplift
New
CAGR$351 B

15%

1%

19%

2%

12%

25%

14%

18%

26%

14%

28%

8%

24%

34%

Source: AMI-Partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strong uplift and market growth in managed services and infrastructure as a service (hosted server & online storage). Lesser uplift in end-point solutions (e-mail, collaboration, productivity, and DaaS), as service providers will play less in this market/ continue to package OTT solutions such as office 365.
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13%
2%

8%

77%

PREVIOUS SP Rev Forecast
By Routes-to-Market

Vendor Direct

Retail

DMR

CPs (Resellers,
ISVs, etc)
System
Integrators
MSPs

Hosters

SP Direct

$153 B $351 B

Original
Forecast

New
Forecast

83% 85%

54%

17% 15%

46%

2014 2019 2019 (N)

Revenues Accrued
to Service Provider
(SP)

Revenues Accrued
to Non-SP/ OTT
Provider

(e.g. TWC Hosted Server, AT&T Video Conference, 
Verizon E-mail)

(e.g. AWS Hosted Server, Cisco WebEx, Microsoft 
Office 365)

Route to Market Shift

32%

4%
19%

46%

NEW SP Rev Forecast
By Routes-to-Market

$305 B

SP Uplift Driven from Selling both Directly and Indirectly (Other Channels)

Source: AMI-Partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SP Uplift Driven By Service Providers Selling both Directly (Telco/Cable) and Indirectly (Other Channels)
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Impact of Virtual Services on Legacy Services

$12.7 $16.7 $15.2

$26.4

$37.5
$32.4

$0.4

$1.3
$7.6

$5.5

$11.1 $14.9

2014 2019 2019 (New Forecast)

Site to Cloud VPN

Cloud VPN

MPLS VPN

Other VPN

$45 B

$67 B
Uplift

New
CAGR

$70 B

5.3%

502%

-14%

9.3%

80.0%

4.2%

33% 21.9%

-9% 3.6%

Mix of Market Expansion and Switching

Cloud VPN Use case And Its impact on the existing VPN Market 

Source: AMI-Partners
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$3.2

$0.6

$2.5

MPLS VPN at Risk

Lost MPLS revenue recovered by 
Cloud VPN + additional Cloud VPN 
services upsell. 
Net Revenue Loss: $1.3B

MPLS revenue at Risk 
under ITaaS scenario

1
2

New Cloud VPN adoption expands 
market by additional $2.5 B

3

$6.3 B

$5.1 B

Market Expansion, Upsell and Switching to Cloud 
VPN will Offset MPLS Revenue Losses

Revenue per customer will drop as customers switch from MPLS to 
Cloud VPN. However, switchers will purchase incremental VPN services 

Forecasted 
Cloud VPN 

Market 
Expansion

Additional 
Cloud VPN 

Services 
Purchased

Cloud VPN 
Dollars 
Gained

Total Cloud 
VPN

Migrating Existing Customers And Targeting Net New Customers Will Be Key

Source: AMI-Partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 MPLS VPN will also see price erosion through 2019. This price erosion will be driven by:Competition: among Service Providers for MPLS VPN customersSubstitution:  Lower cost Hosted Network VPN technology rising as a substitute with better functionality and user experience AMI projects that businesses switching to Hosted Network VPN from MPLS VPN will purchase additional VPN services for more of their employees given the lower Hosted Network VPN price point and ease of implementation
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Summary – SP Business Transformation 
with SDN & NFV

Faster Revenue Cycle

Revenue Expansion

Reduce Opex

Reduce Capex

Operational Efficiency

Increased Revenue

Incident Reduction

Reduced Backlogs

+60%

+30%

-30%

-30%

SDN - Automation & Orchestration Value

-30%*

-40%*

NFV – Virtualized Services

+15%*

+60%*

Source:  Industry average based on multiple use cases and customer engagements

*Estimates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automation and Orchestration value – Before and After  automation for legacy services and infrastructureITaaS – Comparing SDN/NFV based ICT services to legacy ICT servicesSource:  Industry average based on multiple use cases and customer engagementsSPs - 30+ service provider use cases, Telco, Mobile, Cable, Cloud and Backhaul providersServices: Wireless backhaul, L2VPN/Ethernet, L3VPN, SD-WAN, Broadband, VOIP, DC-VNF, DC InterconnectOperations Analyzed: New Customer Add, Change request, Service disconnect, Incident ResolutionBacklog: 200-1300 Orders in the backlog(40-60% of those are due to technology validation), the rest are due to lack of operation folks to provision the customer
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bebekele@cisco.com
Ben Bekele
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Reference and Reading
• DEVOPS FOR NETWORK ENGINEERS: IMPLICATIONS FOR NETWORK AUTOMATION, Heavy Reading June 2016

• Cisco and AMI Global SDN & NFV SP Market Opportunity Study

• AMI ICT Services Revenue Forecast
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